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Abstract
This dissertation was written as part of the MSc in Strategic Product Design at the
International Hellenic University. During the current Master’s Thesis, an electric bicycle
were studied, designed and engineered.
The ultimate goal was to study in depth the background of the electric bicycle and come
up with a design as the author visioned it. The study was carried keeping in mind that
the design should line up with European regulations and is reasonable concerning
manufacturability.
The Thesis is divided in three parts:
In the first part (chapters one to four), the conventional and electric bicycle background
was investigated and presented in terms of history, bicycle types and legislation as a
basis for the design aspects presented later. In the second part (chapter five),
information about the technical aspects were studied and presented. Those information
were taken into consideration during the third and last part of the project. In the third
part, the knowledge acquired from the previous five chapters were used to calculate,
engineer and implement the final design.
For completing this thesis, I would like to thank my supervisor, Dr. Dimitrios Tzetzis for
his valuable advice and the patience he demonstrated. I would also like to thank the
University’s assembly and staff for always being helpful. But most of all I need to thank
my family for guiding and supporting me through my life and studies.
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Introduction
An LEV (Light Electric Vehicle) is a land vehicle of a total mass less than or equal to 400
kg, propelled by an electric motor and using a storage device such as a battery or a fuel
cell. [1]
LEVs stormed into the market more than twenty years ago and are gaining popularity
yearly, as an inexpensive means of transport that can reliably commute people with the
potential to help reducing pollution in the cities. For those reasons, a great deal of
scientific research, engineering and funding is dedicated to the LEVs. Among LEVs, by far
the most popular is the electric Bicycle.
There is such a wide range of electric bicycles depending on the intended use, size,
propulsion type, motor type, motor power etc., one may easily get lost in a sea of
information. More than that, a great bicycle design depends on specific anthropometric
measurements and personal riding styles, making finding the perfect design for each
individual seeming impossible.
Bicycle design has been evolving for hundreds of years, keeping the reliable, tested
elements like the diamond frame and adding new ones by finding solutions to people’s
needs. This study will investigate the background behind electric bicycle history, design
and engineering and present a design for an electric bicycle.
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Bicycle History

Conventional Bicycle History

The Year Without Summer
In 1815, the colossal eruption of Mount Tambora volcano in what today is Indonesia,
initiated a series of catastrophic events that caused starvation, especially to the lowest
classes.
The eruption released the biggest amount of volcanic index since 946ad, covering the
sky in ashes that reached even to the northern hemisphere in 1816, causing
temperatures worldwide to fall significantly. This event triggered severe weather
phenomena from Asia to North America, destroying crops and causing massive shortage
of food around the planet. This event is known as the last big subsidence crisis of
humanity and 1816 was named the year without summer.
As a result, most of the horses were slaughtered in order for the people to save food for
themselves, and those that were not, had starved. This caused a huge transportation
issue in a world heavily depended on horses for transportation in the mainland. [2]

The invention of the two-wheelers
This massive catastrophe created a need for alternative means of transport. In this
context, baron Karl Von Drais, a state employed forester and former forestry teacher,
presented his idea of a solution that was no other than the first ever two-wheeler. Drais
was working on his designs concerning human-powered vehicles since at least as early
as 1815. After experimenting with four-wheel drive wagons, he introduced the first two
wheeled vehicle. His invention, initially called Laufmaschine (running machine) but later
named Draisine, was publicly used since as early as 1817.
Draisine was made almost entirely by wood and was quite similar to today's bicycles,
with similar sized wheels, a steering mechanism, but no pedals. Propulsion was achieved
directly by the feet of the rider, who had to step on the ground and push forward. Drais
on his first ride traveled 13 kilometers in less than an hour in 1817 and he introduced
new versions of Draisines including three-wheeled and ladies’ versions. [2]
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Soon, other manufacturers started designing and producing their own vehicles
mimicking Drais’ design enhancing its functionality and building their own versions like
the French velocipede or the British hobbyhorse. American versions followed soon, but,
unfortunately, a fire in the US patent office destroyed the first patents, so they remain
mostly unknown. [2]

Figure 1: Karl Drais and a Laufmaschine. Scale in feet [2]

Quadracycles Era
After 1830, due to the creation of new railways and the heavy use of them, roads were
neglected even more and their state got worse, so moving on two-wheeled vehicles got
impossible. Velocipedes continued to evolve, and new inventions were demonstrated,
but they became more of a high society privilege, since they could only be used in private
roads maintained by the wealthy people. Consequently, two wheelers were rarely
sighted in public roads, but three and four wheeled human powered vehicles were more
frequent.
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During the quadracycle era, technological innovation aimed mostly on propulsion. Front
and rear wheel drive systems were developed, as well as foot or/and hand propulsion
systems. Sometime between 1850 and 1865, the first front wheel pedal-propelled
velocipede was introduced, but when and by whom is still a debate between historians.
Despite the developments though, quadracycles were quite heavy and suffered from
high rolling resistance, so most of the designs had no great impact to the public.
One notable exception were Willard Sawer’s design that won a medal at the 1851 Great
Exhibition. He tried to promote them by giving some of his machines away to blue
blooded Englishmen, but his machines were too expensive for general public, so he had
to supplement the weak sales by renting his machines for holidays. [2]

Figure 2: Willard Sawer on his quadracycle (Dover Museum) [2]

The Boneshaker
In mid 1860s, the first commercially successful front wheel pedaled velocipede design
was introduced in France. A combination of factors like pedal implementation and
metallic frames led to an explosion of popularity, that, although short-lived, left a huge
heritage to velocipede design. Velocipedes became famous on both sides of the Atlantic
Ocean and riding schools opened even in relatively small cities [2].
Pedals made acceleration easy and metallic frames allowed for mass production as well
as elegant designs that made the vehicle attractive. The iron frames and metal-banded
wheels resulted on a bone shaking experience that nicknamed the machine “the
boneshaker”. The fact that the pedals were attached to the front wheel, though, made
steering hard and limited its top speed, so the craze for the boneshaker was intense, but
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short lived and it was abandoned in 1871. Even though its design ended up considered
flawed, boneshaker’s meteoric career led to a huge step forward and sparked a constant
evolution that led to what we know as a bicycle today.
Even the term “bicycle” was popularized in England and America during that period,
succeeding the term “tricycle”, that was formerly used in France to describe a new kind
of carriage standing on three wheels and propelled by two horses. [2]

The Penny-Farthing Bicycle
To overcome the problem of limited high speed, manufacturers had to either gear the
front wheel (which was attempted earlier but presented mechanical problems that were
unsurpassed in that age) or make the driving wheel bigger, but wooden wheels were
cumbersome and impractical. The solution was given by Eugene Meyer, a French
mechanic who invented the wire spoke wheel and became known as the father of Penny
Farthing or Ordinary bicycle.
This design involved a large front wheel where the pedals were mounted and a smaller
rear wheel. The nickname penny-farthing was popular in England, since a penny
represented the front wheel, while a farthing, a smaller and of less value coin
represented the rear one. During that era, wire spoke wheels, hollow steel frames,
bearings and solid rubber tires became a standard on bicycles.
Enlarging the front wheel may have helped with the limited top speed problem, but
created big safety issues, that was the main problem of this design. Those bicycles were
fast, and the rider was high relatively to the ground, so falling was often and dangerous.
More than that, women’s fashion, that involved long shirts, made it impossible for the
women to ride this bicycle. As a result, penny-farthing bicycles were almost exclusively
used by young, adventurous male riders and the women and the elders preferred
tricycles and quadracycles.

Figure 3: Meyer’s steel bicycle, circa 1869 (Keizo Kobayashi) [2]
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The Safety Bicycle
Arguably the most important step in bicycle revolution, safety bicycle changed the
perception of the public towards bicycles. What once was considered a dangerous sport
for adventurous young men, became a means of transport, popular among every target
group, even the women or the older people.
Gear ratio and chain drive were previously attempted in order to solve the limited top
speed issue but failed due to poor mechanics. More mature mechanical designs with
rear-wheel-drive systems made it possible for the pedals to be mounted between the
wheels and front wheel drive eventually became obsolete. This allowed for better,
easier and safer steering, as well as gearing up the driving wheel, so that the front one
did not have to be as large.
Implementation of pneumatic tires made riding smoother and the invention of the
diamond frame led to stiffer, lighter, cheaper and easier to maintain frames, making
bicycles attractive and affordable even for the lower classes.
Commonly accepted as a better design than the penny-farthing, safety bicycle replaced
every former design and dominated the market, ending the days of ordinary (Penny
farthing) bicycles and their ancestors by 1890. Ladies’ versions with a step-through
frame became available, allowing women wearing skirts to ride them. Even foldable
bicycles were born around that time.

Figure 4: Advertisement for the second-generation Rover of 1885 [2]
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During the 20th century, innovations continued to emerge, and different bicycle types
were introduced with relatively small differences between them, but the safety bicycle
was essentially what we call today simply a “bicycle”.
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Electric Bicycle History
Although the idea of steam powered bicycles was conceived (as indicated by British
cartoons) as early as 1819, the first report of an actual motorized four-wheeler is
credited to Sylvester Roper in 1863 [1]. Smithsonian Institute has a steam velocipede,
often referred as “Austin velocipede” made by the same inventor, dated back to 1869
[2].
Louis-Guillaume Perreaux, a French inventor was granted his first patent related to
electric bicycles (83,691) in 1869. It was for a flywheel mounted on the front wheel, able
to collect energy on descents and release it back on gradients. He later expanded the
patent to include an electric motor to drive the rear wheel via gearwheels. He also filed
various patents including steam velocipedes in France and the US. [2]

Figure 5: Above: Roper’s steam velocipede and Perraux’s electric velocipede. Below: Perraux’s
stem bicycle and tricycle [2]

In 1895, Ogden Bolton Jr filed patent No US 552271 for a PMDC (Permanent Magnet
Direct Current) rear hub motored electrical bicycle powered by a 10V battery [3].
Impressively, the idea of a hub motor is widely used in today’s electric bicycles.
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Figure 6: 1895 electric bicycle by Ogden Bolton Jr. [3]

In 1897, Hosea Libbey was granted US patent 596272 for a double electric motorpowered electric bicycle mounted on the crankshaft axle. The invention involved a three
wheeled bicycle with one front wheel and two rear ones, placed close to each other. It
made use of a double battery, one half of which were used while travelling on even
ground and two halfs were used for climbing hills. [4]

Figure 7: Hosea Libbey’s invention [4]
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In 1898, Mathew Steffens introduced an electric bicycle that used a driving belt to
transfer power from a motor mounted under the seat to the rear wheel peripherally (US
Patent 613732) [5]. It eliminated slippage issues by applying force at its contact point to
the ground.

Figure 8: Mathew J. Stephen’s invention [5]

In 1898, John Schnepf, introduced a design in which a pulley mounted on the motor
shaft transferred the power to the rear wheel, contacting it on the top surface of the
tire. He also stated that the motor could be used as a dynamo, while the bicycle travelled
downhill, charging the battery (US patent 627066). [6]

Figure 9: John Schnepf’s invention [6]
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In 1969, G.A. Wood Jr re-examined Schnepf’s patent and expanded his idea to use four
motors connected with gears to power a friction drive pushed against the wheel.
Propulsion was achieved through the front wheel instead of the rear (US patent
3,431,994). [7]

Figure 10: G.A Wood, Jr’s invention [7]

Vector Services Limited was one of the first companies to develop electrical bicycles in
1992. Their model was called “Zike” and included Nickel-Cadmium batteries built into
the frame and an 850 g permanent magnet motor [8]. Torque sensors and power control
were developed later and production grew from 1993 to 2004 to an estimated 35% with
more Japanese brands developing their own electric bikes.
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European Regulation about Light Electric Vehicles
European Directive 2002/24/EC divides electrical vehicles into two main categories:
1. “Cycles equipped with an auxiliary motor that cannot be exclusively propelled by
that motor.” [1]
This category includes Motor assisted electric vehicles. The vehicle cannot be propelled
without power offered by the rider but can use an electric motor to contribute to the
rider’s effort. Those vehicles are generally called “pedelecs”.
2. Cycles equipped with an auxiliary electric motor that can be exclusively propelled
by that motor. [1]
This category includes vehicles that do not require effort by the rider in order to be
propelled. Power can be supplied on demand by a throttle and the vehicle propels via
the electric motor. Those vehicles are generally called “e-bikes” (although they do not
necessarily have two wheels.
From this categorization, “cycles with pedal assistance which are equipped with an
auxiliary electric motor having a maximum continuous rated power of 0.25 kW, of which
the output is progressively reduced and finally cut off as the vehicle reaches a speed of
25 km/h, or sooner, if the cyclist stops pedaling” are excluded from the directive and
considered bicycles. [1]
Pedelecs equipped with a motor able to assists beyond 25 km/h and e-bikes that can
deliver power on demand are considered as conventional mopeds. Mopeds have to be
type-approved, require insurance, compulsory use of helmet, have an age limit and in
most countries (Greece included) require a driving license and a number plate. [1]
As mopeds are considered two-wheeled vehicles (category L1e) or three-wheeled
vehicles (category L2e) with a maximum design speed of 45 km/h and are characterized
by: [1]
1. In case of two wheeled vehicles, an engine that:
• Has a maximum cylinder capacity of no more than 50 cm3 (in case of internal
combustion engine) [1].
• Has a maximum continuous rated power no more than 4 kW (in case of an
electric motor) [1].
2. In case of three wheeled vehicles, an engine that:
• Has a maximum cylinder capacity of no more than 50 cm3 (in case of positive
(spark) ignition type engine) [1].
• Has a maximum net power output of no more than 4 kW (in case of other internal
combustion engines) [1].
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•

Has a maximum continuous rated power no more than 4 kW (in case of an
electric motor)

Electric assisted bicycles that do not fall in the aforementioned categorization do not
need to meet the regulations concerning mopeds or LEVs and can therefore commute
not being lined up with the restrictions mentioned above. They do not require number
plate, driving license or have age limit and the use of helmet is left to the rider’s
judgement.
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Bicycle Types

Mountain Bikes
Mountain bikes are bicycles designed for off-road cycling. They are tough and durable,
and their equipment includes large, knobby tires, powerful brakes and typically, 21-27
speeds. Many mountain bikes bare front suspension systems, and some (mainly
downhill mountain bikes) also have rear suspensions. Their frames are made for offsaddle riding and offer durability and cushions absorbance, while bottom bracket height
is generally relatively high to avoid hitting rocks and other objects while riding off-road.
Mountain bikes may be inefficient for long distance road riding compared to other types
of bicycles and their tires are noisy on the road.

Figure 11. Trek Sport, 2002 [9]

Road (Racing) Bikes
Road bikes are designed for high speed on-road riding. They have lightweight frames,
skinny, high-pressure tires for low rolling resistance, drop handlebars that allow for an
aerodynamic body posture and medium to high gear ratios. They often have minimum
equipment to reduce weight.
Road bikes are performing terribly on off-road conditions and can be uncomfortable for
touring and city riding due to lack of equipment and a bent body posture.
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Figure 12. Bianchi, 1949. A classic racing bicycle design, used by Fausto Coppi to win the 1949
Milan-San Remo race [10]

Hybrid Bicycles
They are the middle point between mountain and road bicycles. They combine the
upright riding posture of mountain bikes and lightweight frames of road bikes to make
a bicycle that is good enough for both on road and off road, but perfect at neither.
Subgenres include trekking bikes, city bikes and comfort bikes.

Figure 13. Giant Innova, 2005 hybrid bicycle [11]
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Utility bikes
Utility bikes are perceived exclusively as a means of transport rather than
sporting/recreational tool. They are intended for short to medium distance
transportation and are the most common bicycles in the world. They have medium to
heavyweight frames and tires. They almost always have fenders and chainguards to keep
the rider clean and many of them are equipped with a handlebar basket. The riding
position is very upright.

Figure 14. Classic Dutch roadster [12]

Cruisers
Made for long, comfortable rides, they were the standard American bicycles between
1930 and 1950. They have curved back handlebars for upright riding posture, heavily
padded saddles and balloon tires. Theirs frames are heavy and long. They have fixed to
minimal gearing and, often, coaster brakes. They are designed for long, comfortable
rides.
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Figure 15. Shelby Lindy, 1929 [13]

Touring Bikes
They are made for travelling long journeys. They are durable and comfortable. They have
many speeds and are able to carry extensive baggage for a bicycle.

Figure 16. Loaded touring bicycle [14]
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BMX Bikes
The complete opposite from utility bikes, BMX ones are designed to be used for sport
rather than commuting. They are meant to be used for tricks and stunts. They are short
and lightweight, have a fixed gear ratio and minimum to no equipment, they often even
have no brakes.

Figure 17. BMX bicycle [15]
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State of the Art

Frames
A frame is essentially the main component of any bicycle. It is its skeleton on which all
the other components are mounted. Together with the fork, headset and saddle post,
the form a frameset. There are various options concerning bicycle frames when it comes
to frame design, size and building materials.
Other than that, Frame geometry is set up by the designers depending on the riding
properties that they need and anthropometric characteristics of the rides, such as
height, legs length, arm length etc. More details will be provided later in the study.

Frame Designs
A number of bicycle frame designs is available in the market. Frame design type depends
on the intended use of the bicycle, aesthetics, targeted sex and other factors. By far the
most popular for over a century is the diamond frame, but other frame types exist as
well. The most common frame designs are listed below:
Diamond frame:
The first successful bicycle that used a diamond frame was the 1890 Humber safety
bicycle. Since then, the main configuration of the frame has hardly changed, since it
seems to be the perfect combination of minimum weight, maximum strength and low
production costs.
Diamond frames consist of two (or three depending on how you look at it) triangles that
share one side. The main triangle consists of four tubes: seat tube, bottom tube, top
tube and head tube. The secondary triangle consists of the seat tube, the seat stays and
the chain stays. This configuration is found to be the most efficient use of material,
making the frames cheap, strong and lightweight.

Figure 18. Le Mond Zurich, 2000 diamond frame [16]
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Step Through
This frame configuration was firstly introduced in women’s bicycles. At that time women
would wear mostly long skirts or dresses, so the top tube would trouble them while
mounting and dismounting the bike. Even though fashion has nowadays changed and
women ride bicycles wearing most trousers, s tep through frame continues to be used
in unisex bicycles to allow riders to easily go on and off of it.

Figure 19. Triumph step through frame [16]

Suspension frame
Most usually a variation of the diamond frame, this type of frames involves a rear
suspension. To be functional, the rear triangle is connected to the suspension instead of
the seat tube at the top side and is hinged either at the bottom bracket or at the seat
tube at the bottom.

Figure 20. Specialized Bighit, 2006. Example of a suspension frame [16]
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Cantilever
Popular in cruisers, lowriders and wheelies, cantilever frames involve seat stays that do
not connect to the seat tube but continue past it and connect to the downtube. This
design dictates that most of the tubes are bent.

Figure 21. Cantilever bicycle frame [16]

Folding bicycles
To allow easy transportation and storage, folding frames consist of two parts, connected
to each other with a hinge.

Figure 22. Brompton foldable bicycle [16]
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Frame Materials
Historically the most popular material for bicycle frames is steel. Higher end frames are
made from aluminum alloys, titanium or composite materials. Other materials such as
magnesium alloys, bamboo, wood and thermoplastic have been used, but in a much
smaller scale.
Steel alloys
Steel alloys have been popular among frame builders because they provide strength,
affordability and excellent weldability and ability to bent. On the other hand, steel is
denser than most of the other frame building materials, a fact that makes steel frames
heavier.
Cheap bicycle frames are made of mild steel, but higher end frames use higher strength
alloys (mostly chromium-molybdenum steel alloys) that allow for thinner wall gauges.
One of the most successful early steel alloys used in bicycles was “Reynolds 531” steel
that Reynolds made as a result of World War I metallurgical research for the aircraft
industry [17]. Nowadays, the more common is 4130 Chro-Molly and similar steel alloy.
Bicycle-specific tubing is available from suppliers like Reynolds and Columbus. Premium
bicycle tubing involves “butted” tubes that are thicker at the ends of the tube and
thinner in the middle, since high stresses occur mainly on the edges of the tubes. This
allows for overall lighter tubes that make lightweight frames.
To join the tubes, frame manufacturers traditionally used lugs, which are special fittings
with larger diameters than the tubes. Tubes are inserted into the lugs after they get cut
in the desirable lengths and then get brazed to get fixed in place, since high temperature
welding may affect the mechanical properties or bend the tubes, negatively affecting
the alignment of the frame. Recent developments in metal technology allow for the
production of tubes that can withstand higher temperatures and thus be welded
without the use of lugs.

Figure 23. frame joint by lugs
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Aluminum alloys
The most important advantage of aluminum against steel is its weight to strength ratio.
Although it has lower strength than steel, it has considerably less density, resulting in
generally more lightweight frames. Despite that, aluminum weldability is not as good as
steel’s, so early aluminum constructions were vulnerable to fatigue. This changed after
TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) welding became popular in 1970s.
Most usual aluminum frames consist of 6061 and 7005 aluminum alloys, welded
together via TIG welding.

Titanium
The most expensive metal widely used for frame building is titanium. It is not as easily
machined as steel or aluminum, but it combines low weight to stiffness ratio and high
corrosion resistance with reasonable stiffness, which makes it popular for higher end
bicycles.
Typical titanium alloys used for frame construction are 3AL-2.5V (3.5% aluminum-2.5%
Vanadium) and 6AL-4V (6% Aluminum-4% Vanadium), joined by GTAW or TIG welding.
Butting is also used in bicycle frame tubing to reduce weight.
Carbon fiber
Recent technology advancement made it possible for the bicycle frames to be
constructed by composite materials. The most popular composite material to be used is
carbon fiber. Carbon fiber is expensive, but is a strong, corrosion resistant and
lightweight material that offers a great amount of freedom in shaping.
Composite materials allow for a more customized geometry than metals. It is possible
to create a geometry reinforced at high stress areas and more flexible at areas that are
associated with comfort. Carbon fiber frames can be consisted of carbon fiber tubes
joint with adhesives and lugs or one-piece frames (called monocoques).
The downside is that carbon fiber frames can be more sensitive than metals due to lower
impact resistance and fatigue properties.
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Drive Systems

There are two main types of electric bicycle motors: The internal hub motors and the
Mid drive motors, both of which have advantages and disadvantages:
Internal Hub Motors:
This kind of drive system is integrated in the front or rear hub of the bicycle. They act
directly on the bicycle wheel and not interfere with the drive train to transfer torque to
the wheel.

Figure 24. Internal hub motor mounted on the front wheel [18]

There are two kinds of hub motors: Geared and Gearless.
The simplest one is the gearless or direct drive. In this case, the shell of the hub bears a
ring of strong magnets fixed on it (rotor), while a stator is fixed in place in the middle of
the motor assembly. When current runs through the motor, it causes the shell to rotate,
thus turning the wheel. Although simplicity offers numerous advantages with reliability
being the most important, the motor has to be quite large and heavy to produce the
same amount of torque a smaller geared motor does.
Gear motors bare gears internally to the hub. This allows for higher torque with smaller
motors: the motor is rotating at high speed for efficiency and the gears slow it down to
increase torque. Although geared motors are more efficient, gears contact, wearing out
each other which causes the motor to eventually fail, but this comes after a really long
time of use.
Advantages of Hub Motors:
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Maybe the biggest advantage of hub motors is the fact that they require little to no
maintenance. Being enclosed in the hub, they leave nothing for the user to maintain.
What’s more, moving parts are little to none, which means less components to fail. Also,
the fact that they act directly on the wheel means that not only they do not transfer
power to the chain and bears of the bicycle, but since the motor does part of the work
for moving the wheel, it relieves stress from the drive train. This helps reducing the wear
out of the gears and the chain, so it prolongs the life of those components.
Another huge advantage is the price of the motors. They are massively produced based
on designs that are sometimes constant for over a decade. This means that this kind of
motors is really cheap comparing to the mid motors.
Also, hub motors can be easily installed on any bicycle. Ebikes with mid drive motors
need to have their frame designed for a specific motor, while hub drives can be mounted
even on conventional bicycles, upgrading them into ebikes. More than that, it gives the
user the freedom to change a motor if they decide that they prefer some other motor
or their need have changed. Finally, it allows for affecting the center of gravity of the
bicycle, since they can be mounted in the front or rear wheel.
Finally, for electric bicycles with on demand throttle, hub motors offer reliability. Since
they operate independently to the pedals, the bicycle can move if one of the two
systems (motor, pedal/gears/chain) fail. If, for example, the chain breaks during a ride,
the bicycle can move using the motor. If the motor fail, the rider can pedal his way back.
This is obviously impossible gor pedal assisted bicycles.
Disadvantages of the hub motors
Acting independently to the gears is not only positive. It also means that the motor is
working under one single gear ratio. The cyclist cannot shift gears to adjust the torque
and rotational speed offered by the motor, so that they adjust it to their needs
depending on the terrain they are riding on.
Another disadvantage is that hub motors are generally heavier than the mid ones. Being
mounted on the wheel, they also do not take advantage of the suspension if it exists.
Lastly, hub motors can be limiting when it comes to components mounted on the wheel.
Since the motor comes with a dedicated rim, it is often impossible for the rider to find
their preferred rim or tire size for the specific motor. Of course, one can buy the spikes
independently and mount the rim on any motor, but spike tensioning is a complex
procedure that not any rider can do on his own. Cassettes and disk brakes also need to
be checked for compatibility with the motor before being installed.

Front to Rear hub motor comparison.
Hub motors can be mounted either on the front or on the rear wheel. This affects a
number of parameters as discussed below:
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Front wheel mounting of the hub motor is easier since there are no extra components
like cassette, chain or derailleurs to be dealt with. More than that, it does not limit the
choice of gears as mentioned above.
It does, though, give the bike an unnatural feeling like it is pulled rather than pushed
which may be odd to the rider, since traditional bicycles are driven from the rear wheel.
More than that, since most of the weight is on the rear wheel, the front one may
sometimes not have enough traction and spin without driving the bike.
Rear wheel drive offers a more natural feel to the bicycle and more traction, but it can
affect the center of gravity, moving it even further to the rear that the desired.
Mid motors
Mid motors are mounted on the bottom bracket and are connected to the crankset.
They are newer than the hub motors and offer solutions to some of the main of their
issues but have their disadvantages as well.

Figure 25. Bosch mid motor [18]

Advantages
The first and most important advantage is the fact that mid motors make use of the
gearing of the bicycle. The rider can change gears to efficiently use the motor propulsion
depending on their needs.
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Mid motors are also generally lighter than the hub ones and the fact that they are
mounted in the middle of the frame and at a low height allows for a lower center of
gravity and more balanced weight distribution, making handling of the bicycle better.
Finally, mid motors allow for true torque sensors for pedal assisting systems. This means
that the motor offers propulsion depending on how hard the rider pushes the pedal,
while most hub motors offer propulsion depending on the speed of the pedal, that result
in less desirable motor control.
Disadvantages
On the other hand, mid motors transfer a big amount of stress to the gears and the chain
of the bicycle. This creates a need for heavy duty chains and gears, since chain failure is
really common in mid drive systems and unlike hub motors, if the chain fails, the bicycle
cannot be propelled.
What’s more, mid motors are more complicated than the hub ones, having more moving
parts and contact points, which makes maintenance more often and more expensive.
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Batteries
Maybe the most important part of an ebike is the battery. With the development of
electric vehicles being one of the most evolving technologies today, vehicle range is a
flaming issue and great deal of scientific effort is happening around the subject.
Many battery options are offered in the market today with Lead-Acid being traditionally
the most popular due to their affordability and the fact that they are heavily tested on
vehicles and Li-ion batteries gaining popularity yearly, especially among the premium
suppliers like Bosch, Shimano Steps and Yamaha.
To choose the right battery, many factors need to be considered, namely battery
capacity, cost, safety, battery lifespan in terms of charge/discharge cycles, charging
times as well as each battery unique characteristics. For example, a big disadvantage of
the Lead Acid batteries is the fact that if left uncharged, lead sulfate crystals may form,
causing permanent damage to the battery. To compare the battery chemistries and be
able to choose among the various options, we may focus on some of the parameters
that characterize each battery chemistry. The most important ones are:
Specific Energy [Wh/kg] is a measure of stored energy of the battery per unit of weight.
High specific energy means that a lightweight battery can operate for longer. In electric
bicycles this is an important value since weight directly affects the power demands of a
motor. If, for example an ebike must travel uphill, additional weight adds to the power
needed for the bicycle to move. This additional power needs to be generated from the
riders, demanding more effort by them, or the motor, reducing battery life. Li-ion
batteries have 3 to 5 times more specific energy than lead-acid batteries.
Lifecycle is the number of times a battery can be charged and discharged during its
lifetime. A battery with high life cycle needs to be replaced less often than one with a
low lifecycle, thus reducing the investment cost over time and offering a more
sustainable option. Li-ion batteries have high lifecycles, making them an attractive
option for electric bicycles.
Specific Power [W/kg] is the discharge power of the battery per unit of weight.
Self-Discharge is the percentage of discharge taking place in the battery while it is not in
use.
Battery chemistries for automotive applications are compared to the table below:
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Table 1. Representative parameters for various batteries [29].

Each electrochemistry technology available presents their own characteristics. Among
the commercially available options, the most reasonable one seems to be Li-ion battery,
since it offers a number of advantages with most important the high specific energy
content and high lifecycle, as well as low charging time. The downside of this type of
battery is the production cost, since it is more expensive than other options like lead
acid or nickel-metal ones.
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Implementation
To start designing the electric bicycle, it is crucial to set the parameters that will dictate
its design.
The ebike to be designed will target both men and women of reasonable age and health
status to ride a bicycle. Since bicycle frames need to be designed for specific
anthropometric characteristics, the values to be used refer to the body proportions of
the author. More details will be presented later, at the frame geometry section.
It needs to fall into bicycle classification, so no driving license, number plates and
insurance will be required.
The context in which it will be used is on paved road. It will be designed to commute in
short to medium distances with some comfort and be handled comfortably in a city
environment.
Aesthetics are also important for the project. It should find a middle ground between
utility and aesthetics. This project is going to combine vintage aesthetics of American
cruisers of the 1930s with modern comforts and technology.

Figure 26. Dayton “Aircrafted”, 1935. A representative example of the aesthetic source of
inspiration [13]

American cruisers of the 1930s were chosen both for the aesthetically pleasing looks
and because their form allows battery to be placed on the frame in a way that resembles
the wooden sign that those bikes used to have. This will essentially move the center of
weight higher than the desired, but it is a tradeoff that the designer is willing to make in
order to make the bicycle more attractive and hide the electric parts, following the
current trend in electric bicycles.
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Since the project is not too demanding in terms of power, torque and frame strength,
price range should be between the budget and the middle-priced models in order to
make it more attractive to the buyers.
As a vehicle, it should be able to replace motorcycles for short to medium distances. It
is also desirable to have space for goods transportation.

Mission statement
The author is called to design a low to medium priced, vintage-looking utility/hybrid
electric bicycle, meant to be ridden by men and women between 15 and 50 years of age
and resemble the 1930s American bicycles while falling under the bicycle categorization
of the European regulations.
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Design Constraints
To start building the bicycle, it is essential to make decisions that affect crucial factors,
such as the geometry, propulsion etc. For practical reasons, the chosen components will
be supplied from specific product series.
Since the bicycle needs to be able to commute on paved roads the designer will stick to
Shimano 105 series for road bicycles as much as possible. Details about the chosen
components can be found in the appendix section.
Wheelset
Bicycle wheels are one of the most important factors that affect speed, handling and
sizing of the bicycle. Entire books have been written for bicycle wheels alone (like
Brandt’s “The Bicycle Wheel”).
Besides overall bicycle geometry, the designer has to consider various parameters to
choose the wheelset diameter.
Some of the most important advantages of a larger diameter rim are the following:
The angle from the axle to the point of contact of the wheel to the road is closer to
vertical, so a larger wheel can overcome bumps and holes more easily than a smaller
diameter one. [18]
Larger wheels have less rolling resistance than smaller ones. [18]
To develop the same linear speed, larger wheels need less angular speed, thus less
revolutions per unit of time. Consequently, less power is required and less fatigue takes
place to the moving parts such as axle bearings. [18]
Larger wheels result in a larger base of support, thus improve stability. [18]
On the other hand, smaller wheels have advantages too:
Overall mass is reduced, resulting in more lightweight bikes. [18]
Frontal area is also reduced, so aerodynamic drag is reduced as well. [18]
Radius is smaller, so less torque is required to accelerate.
Even though in the past different bicycle types used to have different wheel sizes, with
mountain bikes having in general smaller wheels than road bikes, 29” wheels gain
popularity and tend to be the standard wheel size for every bicycle type, since
technology evolution overcomes the disadvantages of the large wheels. In this project,
though, to ensure more reasonable clearances between the wheels, the fenders and the
frame as well as to not compromise vintage looks, a 27.5” wheelset is chosen.
The chosen wheel is Shimano WH-RS370-TL-F12 [19] tubeless wheel. Its ISO size is
622x19C that, combined with a 23 mm tire, results in an actual diameter of 668 mm.
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Bottom Bracket
Bottom Bracket is located into the bottom bracket shell, at the point where seat tube,
chainstays and bottom tube meet (in a diamond framed bicycle). It is the component
that allows the cranks and pedals to rotate [20]. It can be attached to the frame in one
of the following two ways:
• Screw fit (British bottom bracket): Despite the name, this type of fit can be found
in 90% of all frames, no matter where they are made. The frame shell is threaded
and the cups screw on it. [20]
• Press fit: it is mainly used in carbon fiber frames, where threading directly on the
frame is impossible. As the name suggests, press fit bottom brackets are pressed
via a hydraulic press into the frame shell. [20]
Since the frame of the designed ebike will be metallic, a threaded Bottom Bracket is
chosen. The selected bottom bracket is Shimano SM-BBR60. This bottom bracket fits in
a 68-70 mm shell width, which must be taken into consideration when the frame will be
designed. [19]
Chainset
The chainset includes cranks and chain rings. It is attached to the bottom bracket in
order to provide a pivot point and sprockets that transmit the power to the chain [18].
Chainset converts the reciprocation provided by the cyclist’s legs into rotational motion.
The selected chainset is Shimano FC-R7000. Crank arm length is crucial while defining
various parameters of the frame geometry like bottom bracket height or foot clearance
to wheels. The crank arm length of this crankset is 172.5 mm. [19]
Headset
Headset is the bearing mechanism that attaches to the fork to the bike frame and allows
the fork to move. It includes two sets of bearings, at the top and at the bottom of the
head tube and allows the handlebar to steer the bicycle, while bearing the weight of the
cyclist. Older headsets were attached to the headtube via threading, while
contemporary ones are threadless, integrated to the frame. [20]
Since Shimano does not supply headsets, a Crane Creek Hellbender 70 integrated
headset will be used [22]. Consequently, the frame needs to be appropriately shaped in
order to house the headset.
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Framebuilding
The type of frame to be used is diamond frame because of its low weight to strength
ratio.
Material
As frame material, 25CrMo4 steel was chosen, based on commercially available tubing
by one of the leading bicycle tubing manufacturing companies from Italy called
Dedacciai. More specifically, zero class tubing for high performance frames was used in
the frame, since the designer wanted the tubing to be as thin as possible. Zero class
tubes consist of Heat treated, oil quenched and stress released steel with the following
properties (according to the manufacturer):
Tensile strength: 1150-1350 N/mm2
Elongation AP 5%: 5-8%
Density: 7.85 g/cm3
Modulus of elasticity: 210 GPa
Yield strength: 580 MPa

Geometry
To define the desired lengths of frame tubes, one has to measure some of the rider’s
anatomical dimensions [17]. Those dimensions (A, B and C)are:
“A”: Pubis bone to floor.
“B”: Shouldre to wrist fold
“C”: Sternum to pubis bone
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Figure 27. The necessary body measurements for the frame building. [17]

As mentioned earlier, author’s dimensions will be taken as a reference. Those values will
determine the lengths of the seat tube and the top tube, as presented in the table
below:
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Figure 28. respective lengths of the seat tube and the top tube for each body dimension. [17]

The author’s measured dimensions are:
A: 83 cm
B: 57 cm
C: 60 cm
1) Wheelbase
It is the distance between the front and rear axles [17].
The shorter the wheelbase, the stiffer the frame. A stiffer frame means that less work is
absorbed while pedaling, which translates to more energy-efficient riding, but also less
shock absorption takes place, resulting in more fatigue for both the rider and the bike
[17].
As a result, racing bicycles tend to have shorter wheelbase, while touring ones usually
have longer wheelbases. Generally speaking, wheelbase is usually between 965 and
1045 mm [17].
Since big portion of the work offered for propulsion will rely on the motor, a longer
wheelbase will be chosen for this project.
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2) Weight Distribution
This is the percentage of the weight shared between the front and rear wheel
(considering the weight of the bicycle, the rider and peripheral equipment). [17]
Ideal distribution is considered to be 45% of the weight on the front wheel and 55% on
the rear. [17]
3) Top Tube Height
It is the perpendicular from the ground to the top of the top tube. [17]
It is defined solely by the rider’s anatomical elements and has no effect on bicycle
handling. While the rider is standing, at least 40mm clearance should be provided. [17]
4) Bottom Bracket Height
It is the perpendicular distance from the ground to the centerline of the of the bottom
bracket. [17]
Together with seat tube length and seat tube angle, it defines the top tube length. [17]
Its value depends on the intended use of the bicycle. Off-road bikes tend to have their
bottom brackets higher to avoid obstacles, while road bikes have their bottom brackets
lower to improve stability. Bottom bracket height ranges from 240 to 305 mm. [17]
5) Seat Tube Length
The distance from the crank axis to the top of the seat lug. [17]
Seat tube length is the dimension that designates frame size. It is defined by the rider’s
leg length. [17]
6) Top Tube Length
This is the distance between the head tube centerline and the seat tube centerline. [17]
It is related to the length of the rider’s arms and upper torso.
7) Seat Tube Angle
It is the angle formed between the seat tube and the ground. It commonly ranges
between 68o and 75o. [17]
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Seat tube angle affects the location of the center of gravity. It also affects the stiffness
of the frame, since a more upright tube transmits more of the shocks to the rider, while
a more laid-back tube allows more frame flexure. [17]
8) Head Tube Angle
The angle between the head tube and the ground. [17]
Just like the seat tube angle, it ranges between 68o and 75o, although it does not need
to identical.
This is a crucial dimension since head tube angle together with fork rake are crucial
factors to bicycle’s handling both in straight line and through turns. Steep angles mean
short rakes, while shallow angles mean long ones. [17]
For racing bicycles, steep angles with short angles are desirable, because it provides
more sensitive steering and less tendency of the bike to whip from side to side while
pedaling intensively. For touring ones, shallow head tube angles are more preferable
because they provide more front-end flexibility, thus comfort during ride. Extremely
steep or shallow angles are to be avoided. [17]
9) Chain Stay Length
It is the distance between the crank axis and the intersection of chain stay and seat stay
centerlines. [17]
Long stays provide more flexibility, while short ones more energy efficiency while
pedaling. Chain stay also affects weight distribution. [17]
10) Fork Length
It is measured from the front brake hole to the front wheel axle along the blade
centerline.
It depends on the type of the fork crown, the amount of wheel clearance under the
crown and head tube angle and fork rate. [17]
11) Fork Rake
The perpendicular distance from the head tube to the front wheel (measured from
center to center).
To achieve neutral steering (the fork neither rises, nor falls during steering), there is only
one rake dimension for every given head tube angle and wheel radius. Bigger rake
means understeering, while smaller rake means oversteering. Usually, it is
recommended to keep the rake size between neutral and oversteering.
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Neutral and oversteering rake sizes are defined by the calculations below: [17]
90 − 𝑎
𝑌𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 = 𝑅 ⋅ tan
= 55.06 𝑚𝑚
2
90 − 𝑎
𝑌𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑐𝑘 = 𝑅 ⋅ tan
− 19.05 = 35.56 𝑚𝑚
2
Fork rake should be chosen between those two values.
R=Wheel Radius [mm]
α=Head Tube Angle [deg]
The final tube dimensions selected for the designed e-bike are presented in the table
below:
Table 2. Tubing dimensions

Symbolism

Description

Value

UoM

WD

Wheel Diameter

668

mm

WB

Wheelbase

1090

mm

TTH

Top Tube Height

790

mm

BBH

Bottom Bracket Height

285

mm

STL

Seat Tube Length

530

mm

TTL

Top Tube Length

583

mm

SCL

Chain Stay Length

462

mm

FR

Fork Rake

47.3

mm

STA

Seat Tube Angle

72.5

o

HTA

Head Tube Angle

71

o

Using the above dimensions and taking into consideration the design constraints
mentioned above, aesthetic criteria and design issues, the designer concluded in the
following frame setup:
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Figure 29. Final dimensioned sketch.
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Motor Selection
Legislation for electrical bicycles dictates that, in order to fall into bicycle categorization,
the motor can assist up to 25km/h road speed. The case examined will assume a 10%
road grade, neutral wind and 10 km elevation above sea level.
Since Power requirements are expected to greatly exceed motor power, the motor
selected will be the maximum allowed (250W) and be supplied from the main hub motor
supplier, BAFANG. For battery selection, the study will stick to the motor manufacturer,
thus the drive system used will be BAFANG H400 B Drive System that includes the RM
G020.250.D Motor and the BT C01.450.UC Battery [23]. Please find information about
the motor and battery in the appendix section.
According to the manufacturer, motor weights less than 3kg and battery weights less
than 4 kg.
Total mass is calculated as below:
Mframe= 2.45 kg
Mfork= 0.65 kg
Mmotor= 3 kg
Mbattery= 4 kg
Msystems= 9.9 kg
Mrider= 80kg
M=Mframe+Mfork+Mmotor+Mbattery+Msystems+Mrider=100kg

Power Required for Hill Climbing
Pu=9.81MugG=681.25

[W] [8]

M= Total Mass=100 kg
ug=Ground Speed=25 km/h=6.94m/sec (dictated by electric bicycle legislation)
G=Grade=10% (elevation change/distance traveled)

Power Required to Overcome Wind Resistance
Pw=Rwug=38.61 [W] [8]
Rw=Aerodynamic drag=CdρAur2/2=5.56 [N]
A=Frontal Area of the rider and the bicycle=0.504m2 for an 80 kg male biker wearing
street clothes on a bicycle [8]
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Cd=Coefficient of Drag (=0.77 for recumbent bicyclist) [8]
ur=relative speed in air= ug-uw=-6.94 m/sec
uw=wind speed=0 m/sec
ρ= Air Density=1.2e-0.143h
h=elevation above sea level=10 km
e=2.7183
Power to Overcome Rolling Resistance
Pr=9.81CrMug=44.28 [W] [8]
Cr=Coefficient of Rolling Resistance (=A+B/W)
𝐶𝑟 =

𝐴+𝐵
220.45𝑀

A=0.0031*
B=0.75*
*For an electric bicycle riding on smooth concrete with wheels inflated with 35 psi air [8]

Power for Acceleration
1

𝑃𝑎 = 2 9.81𝑀𝑎2 𝑡=1576.97

[W] [8]

Total Power Required
P=Pu+Pw+Pr+Pw=2341.11 [W]

Actual Motor Power
Motor Power needs to be scaled down to determine actual motor power. Motor
manufacturer claims 80% efficiency, so the actual motor power is:
PMAct=0.8*250=200W

Power Required to Maintain Constant Speed
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Although motor power with a first glance looks too little for the power requirements, it
is crucial to understand that Total Power P is only required while the bicycle is
accelerating. Once the bicycle reaches the desired speed, the Power required is:
Pc=P-Pa=746.14 W

Percentage of Pedal Assistance while maintaining Constant Speed
To maintain constant speed, the rider needs to generate through pedaling:
PconstPed=Pc-PMAct=564.14W

That is scaled up because of losses through the chain (0.5% for chaindrive, according to
[8])
PActConstPed=1.05PConstPed=592.35W

Due to the previous conclusions, the theoretical pedal assist percentage is
%PassistTheor=Pm/PConstPed=0.44=44%

And the Actual one:
PMAct/PactConstPed=0.34=34%
Battery Range

Battery range in hours
Assuming the motor is working on full power, battery range in unit of time is calculated
as following:
Range [h]=Battery Capacity [Ah]/Motor Rated Current [A]
Ir= Motor Rated Current= Pr/ Ur=14 A
Pr=Motor rated power=250W
Ur=Battery Rated Voltage=43 V (from manufacturer)
So, the battery can last up to 2.4 h with the motor working on full power.
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Battery range in km
Assuming the bicycle is travelling constantly at top speed, to find the range per unit of
distance we can work as following:
ug=Range [km]/Range [h]=>Range [km]=ug x Range [h]
ug=25 km/h (max speed)
t= 2.4 h (range in hours)
So, the bicycle can travel 60 km without charging, provided it travels on full speed.
Note that this calculation includes power generated from pedaling. If the bicycle
traveled by the power generated by the motor alone, the range would be less, but
legislation for bicycles dictates that the electric bicycle needs to be propelled by pedal
assist only and not on-demand throttle.

Frame Strength Analysis

Load Cases:
To evaluate frame design, it is crucial to define the loads applied while riding. Various
studies have been conducted to determine those loads. According to Maestrelli and
Falsini [24], maximum loads while riding occur while the rider is intensively pedaling to
accelerate and when the bicycle passes over road irregularities. Those two cases were
modeled based on the loads determined by Soden and Adeyefa [25]. D Covill et al.
studied bicycle frame geometries via finite element analysis using the data by the two
aforementioned studies and concluded in the following load cases modeling [26].
While passing over road bumps, it was assumed that the rider is seated on the saddle
and not pedaling, so all of the rider’s weight is absorbed by the seat tube. Road bumps
result in a sudden movement, so inertia forces add to the rider’s weight.
During intense pedaling, the rider is standing on the pedals, applying forces on the
pedals and the handlebars as demonstrated in the image below.
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Figure 30. Fixtures and forces applied while cycling over a road bump (left) and intensively
accelerating [26]

Finite Element Analysis
To verify the frame design, SolidWorks simulation was used.
The bottom part of the head tube as well as the rear dropouts were fixed for both cases
and the loads discussed earlier were applied on the frame.

Figure 31. Load applied in case of road irregularities
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Figure 32. Loads applied in case of intense pedaling.

A solid mesh with 2.2 mm element size were set and mesh controls of 0.7 mm element
size were applied at high-stress areas. This resulted in a total of 965912 Nodes and
500969 Elements High Mesh Quality Plot.
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Table 3. Mesh information

For material comparison reasons, a Grade 4 R50700 titanium frame of the same
geometry will be tested too.
Commercially Pure grade 4 titanium is the highest strength pure unalloyed titanium. It
is reasonably weldable and formable and displays high strength and corrosion resistance
while being notably lighter than steel. It is widely used in aircraft industry, for heat
exchanger parts, gaskets etc. The mechanical properties are presented below (according
to SolidWorks database).
Table 4. Mechanical properties of commercially pure CP-Ti UNS R50700 Grade 4 (SS) titanium.
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Results
In case of road irregularities
For the steel frame the results of the first load case are presented below. Max von
Misses stress occurs at the point that seat stays meet the seat tube and equals to 344
MPa, resulting in a minimum safety of factor of 1.4. Max displacement occurs at the seat
stays and equals to 0.68 mm.

Figure 33. Steel frame, von Misses stress while passing over road irregularities.

Figure 34. Steel frame, displacement while passing over road irregularities.
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Since stress does not depend on the material, it was expected that the von Misses values
of the titanium frame would be identical to the steel frame. Indeed, maximum stress
value was 343 MPa, but due to the lower yield strength, the safety factor of the titanium
frame was even lower, at 1.2. Maximum displacement was 1.4 mm, located at the same
spot as steel frame as expected.

Figure 35. Titanium frame, von Misses stresses while passing over road bumps.

Figure 36. Titanium frame, displacement while passing over a road bump.
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In case of intense pedaling
For the steel frame the results of the second load case (intense acceleration) are
presented below. Maximum von Misses Stress is found to be 309 MPa and is located at
the head tube resulting in a minimum safety of factor of 1.88. Maximum displacement
is 0.322 mm and is located at the top of the head tube.

Figure 37. Steel frame, von Misses stress while intensively accelerating.

Figure 38. Steel frame, displacement while intensively accelerating.
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Maximum von Misses stress appears to be 311 MPa, located at the head tube, resulting
in a factor of safety of 1.61. Displacement value was once again slightly higher than that
of the steel frame (0,64 mm).

Figure 39. Titanium frame, von Misses stress while intensively accelerating.

Figure 40. Titanium frame, displacement while intensively accelerating.
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Conclusions

Frame FEM result evaluation
Although we can see that in extreme situations high stresses may occur in certain spots
on the frame, its performance was quite decent for the intended use.
In the case of the steel frame, in both load scenarios the vast majority of the tubing had
a very high safety factor and only in extreme load cases, the safety factor should fall
under 1.4 for the road bump case and 1.88 for the intense acceleration case. The
designed electric bicycle though is not intended to be used as a racer or a mountain bike,
so those extreme scenarios are not supposed to occur so often that fatigue should be a
problem. It also displays high stiffness which results in energy efficient riding. Turning to
larger tubing would not be a reasonable solution, since it would add weight, making the
bicycle less energy efficient.
In the case of the titanium frame, the safety factor was too low to be used in a bicycle.
Different tubing profiles would be chosen to build a frame by grade 4 titanium. Other
than that, titanium showcased similar stiffness to the steel and the assembly was more
than one kilogram lighter than the steel one.
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Final Project Presentation
After selecting the bicycle components and designing the frame, the electric bicycle was
ready to be assembled.
The goal was to design a utility electric bicycle meant to be ridden in short to medium
distances comfortably and virtually resemble the classic American bicycle designs of
1930s.
The following renderings and sketches present the final design.

Figure 41. Isometric view of the ebike
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Figure 42. side view of the ebike

Figure 43. view of the ebike
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Figure 44. Electric Bicycle dimensions.

While designing the current e-bike, the general aesthetic idea was to resemble a
vintage bicycle, so electric drive systems were masked or hidden. The hub motor is
compact and discrete, hidden behind the cassette. The original idea for the battery
was to be mounted under the top tube, where the brown part is, but the idea was
abandoned, since it would require a custom battery and the designer decided to stick
with commercially available parts that are easily found and replaced. Consequently,
the battery was housed in the rack which is designed in such a way that allows for stuff
transportation and is not exclusively meant to house the battery.
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Feature Presentation

Figure 45

As mentioned before, the designed electric bicycle is for on-road use. As many utility
bicycles, it is equipped with a pair of mudguards to protect the rider from dirt during
cycling. The handlebar is bent backwards, allowing for a rather upwards, comfortable
riding position, suitable for commuter/utility bicycles.
Instead of the battery, storage space was granted under the top tube where the
battery was originally supposed to be. Together with the rack, this e-bike has plenty of
storage space built in it that can be furtherly extended via aftermarket parts like a
handlebar basket, if the cyclist wishes so. This can be especially helpful in situations
that the rider has to carry stuff.
Since there is no frame suspension, the selected seat post is suspended to provide the
cyclist with some comfort during commuting. The saddle is big and comfortable to
match the extensive battery range that was calculated before.
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Appendix
Table 5. Frontal area of certain parts of the human body riding on 26-inch Mountain Bike. [8]
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Table 6. Wheelset technical specifications [19]
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Table 7. Technical specifications for the Shimano FC-R7000 chainset [19]
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Table 8.Technical specifications for the headset [22]
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Table 9. Technical specifications for Shimano SM-BBR60 bottom bracket [19]
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Table 10. Technical specifications for the motor [23]
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Table 11. Technical specifications for the battery [23]
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